Fine Diner & Proud Cloud
Fine diner: All of year 3 for lining up sensibly
for theirulunch.
able
Proud cloud: Vera for always being focused on
her work in the classroom.
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Learning this week

Forest School
Reminder: this was our last week at Forest
School. Shaun ended the session by playing
lots of team building games which the
children really enjoyed.

Small Acts of Kindness
Thank you again for the donations that we took to
the Cancer Research Charity Shop today. They
were really appreciated and the children
recognised the value of helping others.
Over the holiday, please encourage your child to
continue being kind to others. Perhaps they could
do the washing up for you or do some baking for a
neighbour?! Other ideas for small acts of
kindness (suggested by children during family
groups) include writing a letter to a family
member, helping a sibling with their reading, tidy
their room without being asked!

English: This week we have grammar and
punctuation in our writing and thought
carefully about using conjunctions to extend
our sentences. (e.g., but, so , if and although).
We have also had a go at doing our own
storytelling in the hall.

Maths: We have had a lot of fun making a
human bar chart this week. We also learnt to
analyse graphs and learnt to produce a bar
chart using ICT.

Next half term
Next half term we will be continuing with our
Festival of the Written and Spoken Word. The first
two weeks will be focused on Poetry – in
preparation for this, please read and enjoy some
poetry over the half term holiday. We are sending
home a copy of ‘Attacked by a Banana ‘ by Michael
Rosen for your child to practise. As a class, we will
be performing this poem to the rest of the school.
In week two, we have World Book Day. We hope
you are enjoying preparing your costume for this
special day.
Week Three is SCIENCE WEEK. We are really
looking forward to this and have some exciting
experiments planned!
In addition to all of this, we will be continuing with
our Romans Topic including a trip on Wednesday
8th March to Verulamium Museum. More details to
follow.

From all of the Year 3 team,
we wish you a wonderful
half term break.

